My mom went on a trip last week, so I stayed with my Aunt Lulu. I thought my visit would be **boring**, but I was wrong. It was really interesting!

On Saturday we went to a farm to pick fruit. Aunt Lulu said it made **sense** to go in the morning because the best fruits would be picked by the afternoon.

When I was putting our fruit in a basket, I heard a loud noise. I **ducked** down behind Aunt Lulu and peeked around her. The noise came from an enormous **tractor**! Its back wheels were taller than I was!

The man on the tractor was a friend of Aunt Lulu’s. He gave me a long ride all over the farm. I had a great time! I **suppose** I should write a thank-you note to Aunt Lulu right away!

What do you **suppose** are some good rules to follow for a class trip?

1. If the bus ride seems **boring** sing songs to pass the time.
2. If something you see doesn’t make **sense**, ask a question.
3. If you pass a **tractor** on the road, wave to the farmer.

On the last trip, some kids **ducked** and others made faces.